
    Week 5 :: Relationship :: Smiling 
       serve the Lord with gladness 

Our service in our homes is not to ourselves, and not first to our family, but primarily to God. Can we offer it with 
gladness? The gladness in service will be more powerful in our children’s lives than anything else we do or say.  
2 Corinthians 12:15: “I will most gladly spend and be spent for your souls.”  

Brain Dump 
 On a separate sheet of paper, brain dump your responses to the following prompts: 

• What do you say & do when you first see each child? What’s your expression?    
• Do your kids see, hear, and feel not only that you love them, but that you enjoy being with 

them? That you are glad to be with them, helping them learn & grow? 
• What is the most common anger or frustration trigger you experience with your kids? What 

could you do to diffuse it? 

Baby Step 

Building Blocks 
If this baby step habit is already in place, still continue to do it intentionally and give yourself credit for 
it. We want to make sure that many times throughout the day (knowing it might not be every time), our 
expression - not only our words - communicates that we like each of our children.  

What will be the cue for you to smile at your kids?

What will be the cue for you to smile at your husband?

Notice & name (in writing) the immediate reward (for you) for smiling at your family.
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     Week 5 :: Relationships :: Smile 
     Habit Checklists 

 

Baby Smile Habits:   After I                then I will  

   
recognize the reward:  

Baby Self-Talk Habits:  After I                then I will  

   

recognize the reward: 

Baby Reading Habits:  After I                then I will  

   
recognize the reward: 

Baby Movement Habits:  After I                then I will  

   
recognize the reward: 

Baby Prayer Habits:   After I                then I will  

   
recognize the reward: 
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